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Abstract. Technology has made life much more comfortable. It is very difficult to find basic services like electrician; plumber etc in a new city. This paper is about developing an android application for users who are basically shifted to a new location. The app helps to find nearby services and other useful locations in nearby area. It not only provides vital information like what kinds of services are provided, it also offers user-submitted reviews and ratings. Since the app uses mobile device's GPS, it can easily help users to find services nearby. The app also offers a few filters to further narrow search, including distance and price. The app's user interface is simple and straightforward, with a dashboard displaying a search bar at the top and a few icons below for additional functions like bookings, services, and feedback. Hence, the app is incredibly useful and relatively easy to use.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, gadgets are ruling the world. Many people cannot live even a day without their mobile devices. We use these mobile devices for everything like to find information, to stay connected with our friends and families, find various locations, play games and many other things. But very often we come to the point when we would like to have an application for particular situation or for a certain need. Hence, we are building this application for one such need .The need for this application is that will keep the users and the service providers connected. For this reason we are developing an application that will satisfy both the groups and will ultimately help them both. Of course there are several sources on the web which might offer nearly similar services, one good example of such app is the helpr app which provides a few of the facilities. But our idea is to unite the end user and service providers. There is also a separate form available where users can share their feedback as well as the ratings for the services that they have received. Therefore, such kind of an application is needed in today’s developing world and it can be very well used among the android users.
2 Existing System

The existing system uses the Manual System to find the information. Present systems that are used do not provide all the required information. They store data in the table format like excel sheet. That makes the data compact and impossible to search for, in case of large amount of data. For this purpose we have built a new system that will have a centralized database based on the query of the user or the service category chosen. This will remove the data complexity and data will be user friendly. In the existing system the user has to use various apps to find out the details of the various services that are available and then book for the service. This often requires a lot of time and effort. Each app provides only for a particular type of service, some of these apps do not use the GPS service which is available on all android devices for the purpose of identifying a location instead they seek for the users themselves to provide for the location. One example of the existing system is the help app which provides a few of the facilities. A customer may not get the desired information from these apps or the documents that are available may not have the right information that is required and the user may be misguided with the wrong information. It is also quite tedious for a user to search for a particular service manually through the documents that are available.

2.1 Problems in the Existing System

- The most significant drawback is that the system is manual. There are errors due to carelessness or oversight that may result in loss of the data and to the organization.
- Since the system is manual it is more time consuming. For the users, time is very important factor.
- The information or data is stored in the form of files. This makes it difficult to search for information in files manually and to add a new record or modify the file, if the searched record is not available.
- Information is not maintained globally.
- Furthermore, manual evaluation process is more prone to errors.

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system is an android based application and maintains a centralized repository of all related information. The system allows one to easily access the relevant information and make necessary booking arrangements with the help of the app. Users can decide about the services they want to have and make bookings online for the service. Once the user chooses a service type e.g. (electrical, cleaning etc), the system then allows the user to select the date and time for the service to be executed at the specified location. The location of the user is got through the GPS service available through the users android device. All this data is stored onto the database and the user is given a receipt number for his/her booking.

This data is stored onto the database for the purpose of communication between the users and the service providers. This application is mainly used for providing services to the users based on the location of the user. Through this app users can know which the various services that are available are, identify the best
service, and visualize the feedback on that particular service, co-ordinate and book for the available service. The app serves the functionality of providing services to the registered users of a particular locality; new users are allowed to register onto the application. Once the user logs in he/she is allowed to choose the service, depending on the service type that is selected and a list of service providers will be made available on the user’s screen.

The features of the app are:
1. The app is user friendly and has control over various other applications.
2. The data management is easy, simple and retrievable.
3. The system is highly secured and authenticated.
4. The user can themselves check and book for the services.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed system
4. Feasibility Study

“Feasibility Study is the evaluation of the system proposed regarding its workability, impact on the organization, ability to meet user needs, and effective use of resources.”

4.1 Technical Feasibility
- Our software can be implemented with the existing technical resources.
- Required Hardware and software tools are easily available.
- Hence our software is Technically Feasible.

4.2 Economic Feasibility
This proposed system is financially feasible, because of the following reasons:
- Installation of the system can be made with low cost.
- The hardware requirements for our software are minimum and can be easily affordable, making it Economically Feasible.

4.3 Operational Feasibility
The operational feasibility of our software is
- Proposed system is user friendly with good GUI (Graphical User Interface)
- Information updating is done easily by the administrator.
- As in present day situation technology is known for making changes and robustness in performing tasks.

4.4 Behavioral Feasibility
People are resistant to change and computers have been known to facilitate change. An estimate should be made of how strong a reaction the user staff is likely to have towards the development of computerized system.
- User friendly.
- Knowledge of programming is required.
- This will save lot of time and reduce the workload.
Hence our software is behaviorally feasible in the organization.

4.5 Schedule feasibility:
The time schedule required for the development of the project is very important since more development time effects machine time, costs and delay time in the development of other systems.

Figure 2: Schedule feasibility

5. Results and Performance Analysis.
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CONCLUSION

The proposed system facilitates user with domestic services like electrician, plumbing using a android application. This helps users to find domestic services very easily when they shift to new place. The experimentations and results prove that the system is easily implementable in real time. This system can also be extended by inducing custom search of place according to user requirements.
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